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This Street Guide to Detroit, Michigan and the Tri-Counties takes navigation to the next level.Rand

McNally Street Guides build on The Thomas GuideTM tradition that customers have come to trust

and rely on. Sales people, delivery drivers, dispatchers and other residents are turning to Rand

McNally to cross town more quickly. Features include: regular updates to ensure that new streets

and points of interest are included; four-color maps for easy viewing; ZIP code boundaries, block

numbers, highway exits, overpasses and underpasses shown on detailed maps; latitude and

longitude notations that identify approximate global position; full index for easy location of streets

and points of interest; foldout PageFinderTM map for quick and easy location of map pages; Cities

and Communities: index to help users easily locate map pages; vicinity maps for overview coverage

of surrounding areas; detailed map of downtown areas; consistent map scale from page to page;

convenient lav flat special binding.
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Returned book very poor condition.

This was exactly what my husband was looking for.

I have a copy of this and wanted one for my grandson, a new driver. Unfortunately, it was out of

print but this seller had what I wanted.

This map is fantastic--if you're on the road all day every day and need to find every nook and cranny

as well as how to get there. This is not the map to get if you just need a regular city map. However

for the ambulance driver, utility tech, delivery driver etc, this map is perfect.As far as the first

persons complaints--again, they don't waste space with overlap, they keep the same scale on every

page--no squeezing the little town into 1 page.You will get used to the page numbers on an

everyday basis--they also can be looked up from the front map foldout, find area, look up number

and go. It also is used for the CD usage.The roads are easy enough to follow if you note where they

leave the previous page...but this is not the "in-town for a visit" map.Enjoy!

One of the best street guide I have ever used. I am a concrete driver so time is money with a time

frame that is important to both you and the customer this is very useful tool. Would tell any one to

buy with confidence.

I expected a useful book by selecting Rand McNally for a replacement for an older version. But this

book was a disappointment, with too much map crammed into the book to be very useful. The font

on the maps and in the indexes was too small for me to read even with reading glasses - I needed a

magnifying glass. And the maps themselves were cumbersome, with the maps split across pages,

yet without any overlap at all to make following a street a little easier. And the splits did not occur at

logical places - even my small town of 8000 residents was split across pages. The streets in many

areas are too small to label, so they use a legend of numbers, printed elsewhere on the page, or



even on another page, where you have to hunt for the names. Further, since this area is part of a

much larger system of maps, the maps have four digit page numbers, making it more complicated to

relate streets in the index, also split into many pieces, to the many maps. This would be very difficult

to use in a vehicle.

We found this book to be a helpful companion to our GPS while house-hunting in the Michigan

sticks. The only drawback comes from the format itself - lots of page-turning. But that's part and

parcel of the product so I can't complain. No accuracy errors that we've found yet. Great reference.

Very handy book
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